SEMIPAR NEWS

On Tuesday, July 16 at 12 noon in the Ancon Conference Room, JAE CHOE, Smithsonian Graduate Fellow from Harvard University, will speak on:

Birds as Mobile Islands: Community Ecology of Ectoparasites

ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES

July 13 - Arriving, JEFF SAYER, IUCN, for a 3-day visit to look at research facilities on BCI.

July 14 - Arriving, GEORGE O'REILLY and HAROLD SWEET, Smithsonian Office of Plant Services, for one week, to do an inventory of STRI buildings.

July 14 - Arriving, KERYEA SOONG, University of Texas at Austin, on a STRI Short term Fellowship, to study the reproductive strategies of the branching coral, Porites furcata. He will be at Naos for two weeks and then at Galeta for a month and half.

July 15 - Leaving, ROSS ROBERTSON, for a 3-day trip to San Andres to make fish observations.

July 15 - Arriving, BRIAN BOCK, on a Smithsonian Postdoctoral Fellowship, to study the effects of gene flow on the differentiation of Anolis limifrons sub-populations in Panama. He will be on BCI for one year.

NEW GALETA NUMBER

The telephone number at Galeta is scheduled to be changed. The new number is:

89-5202

PERSONNEL NEWS

On leave:
FELIX SANCHEZ - July 17 - Aug. 14
SYLVIA CHURGIN - July 19 - Aug. 2

NOTE OF INTEREST

MARY JANE WEST-EBERHARD was recently appointed to a three-year term as member of the La Selva Advisory Committee charged with overseeing operation of the OTS La Selva field Station in Costa Rica.

STRI I.D. CARDS

Effective immediately, the procedure for obtaining a STRI I.D. card has changed. The procedure is as follows:

1) Send a completed I.D. Request Form (available from your facility secretary) to Ms. Maggiori at the Tivoli.

2) After 5 working days, go to Richard Brosnahan, Photographer, at the Ancon Building, to have photos taken. This could be done from 8-9 a.m. and 3:30-4:30 p.m. Anyone who cannot make it within these hours must make an appointment with the photographer (52-2485) before going to have the photograph taken.

If you do not wish to have the photograph taken by STRI, please submit 4 photos 1 1/2 x 1 1/2 with your I.D. request form. Additional photos will be used for files and for facilities' bulletin boards.

LOGISTIC SUPPORT FOR RESEARCH

IN COSTA RICA

The Organization of Tropical Studies (OTS) has received a grant of approximately $65,000 for logistic support (transportation, supplies and equipment, not salaries) of research in the protected area south of La Selva (the "Zona Protectora" and Braulio Carrillo National Park). The area includes an altitudinal transect on which stations have been established at every 100 m. rise in elevation, from the edge of the La Selva reserve to a mountaintop (Barva) in the Braulio Carrillo Park. Individual scientists wishing to apply for support of research under this grant should contact:

Dr. Lucinda McDade
O.T.S. North American Office
P.O. Box DM
Duke Station
Durham, N.C. 27706
(919) 684-5774

UPCOMING VISIT

VICTOR MANUEL PATINO, Scientific Advisor and former Director of INCIVA (Instituto Vallecaucano de Investigaciones Cientificas) in Cali, Colombia, will visit STRI from July 29 - July 31st to meet with our director and staff about STRI-INCIVA collaboration. Anyone wishing to discuss future plans for research in Cali with Dr. Patino can call Elena Lombardo at the Tivoli to make an appointment.

MORE ON THE BACK
LIBRARY NEWS  NEW ACQUISITIONS


AQUACULTURE AND FISHERIES MANAGEMENT ( D. H. Mills and R. J. Roberts, editors, 1985- vol.16 no.1- ) shelved with serials

ARCHAEOLOGY OF FRONTIERS AND BOUNDARIES ( Stanton W. Green, editor, 1985). Studies in Archaeology. GF 53 A73 1985X STRI

BIOGEOGRAPHY: AN ECOLOGICAL AND EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH ( Christopher Finlayson, 1985 ) 4th edition QH 84 C65 1985 STRI

BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA EASTERN REGION ( J. Bull, E. Bull and G. Gold, 1985 ) QL 682 B58 1985 STRI

BLUE BUTTERFLIES OF THE Lycænopis GROUP ( John Neill Elliot, 1983) British Museum (NH); Publication, no. 860. QL 561 L8 E42 STRI

CLIMATE PROCESSES AND CLIMATE SENSITIVITY ( James E. Hansen and T. Takahashi, editors, 1984 ) Maurice Ewing, v. 5; Geophysical Monograph, v. 29 QC 980 C55 1984X STRI

DICTIONARY OF BIRDS ( B. Campbell and E. Lack, editors, 1985 ) QL 673 D55 1985 STRI REF

DREAMS OF AMAZONIA ( R.D. Stone, 1985 ) F 2546 1985X STRI

GIANT PANDAS OF WOLONG ( George B Schaller, 1985 ) QL 737 C214 G53 1985X STRI


INDEX OF AMERICAN PALMS 2 volumes ( B.E. Dallgren and A.E. Nee, 1936-1959 ) Chicago Field Museum of NH Publ. 355 and 863. QK 495 P17 D3X STRI

INKA ROAD SYSTEM ( J. Hyslop, 1984) Studies in Archaeology. F 3429.3 R6 H97 1984X STRI

INSECTA MUNDI Ross Harrett, jr. editor, 1985- vol. l- ) shelved with serials.

INTRODUCED PARASITES AND PREDATORS OF ARTHROPOD PESTS AND WEEDS: A WORLD REVIEW. ( C.P. Clausen, editor, 1978) Agricultural handbook no. 480. SB 933.3 I 61 STRI

JOURNAL OF LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES ( H. Blakemore and A. Angell eds., 1984- vol. 16. ) Shelved with serials.

KRAKATAU 1883; THE VOLCANIC ERUPTION AND ITS EFFECTS ( T. Simkin and R. S. Fiske, editors, 1983) QE 523 K9558 1983 STRI

MANAGING THE LIBRARY FIRE RISK ( J. Morris, 1979) TH 9445 L5 M67 197 STRI

MILKWEED BUTTERFLIES ( P.R. Ackery, 1984) QL 561 D3 A18 1984XSTRI

MULTIVARIATE MORPHOMETRICS ( R.A. Reyment, 1984 ) QH 351 R46 1984STRI

PHOTOMICROGRAPHY: A COMPREHENSIVE TREATISE ( R.P. Loveland, 1970) QH 251 L68X vol.1 STRI

PLANT REPRODUCTIVE ECOLOGY ( M.F. Willson, 1983 ) QK 825 W54 1983 STRI

PLEASURES OF ENTOMOLOGY: PORTRAITS OF INSECTS AND THE PEOPLE WHO STUDY THEM ( H.E. Evans, 1985 ) QL 463 E932 1985X STRI


REDWINGS ( Robert W. Nero, 1984) QL 696 P2475 N46 1984X STRI